Domestication
Domestication is the process of
adapting flora and fauna to
meet human needs.

Excerpt from National Lupine Association presentation to FL Fish & Wildlife:
“Wolf vs. Dog: A Constellation of Traits,” © copyright NLA, 2017.
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Domestication
Domestication is “a process by which a population of animals
becomes adapted to man and the captive environment, by some
combination of genetic changes occurring over generations and
environmentally induced developmental events recurring during
each generation.” 1
More specifically, it is an evolutionary (not instantaneous) process
involving both cultural and biological components:
 Cultural – “The cultural process of domestication begins
when animals are incorporated into the social structure of a
human community.” 2
 Biological – The biological process is evolutionary in nature
and creates genetic changes over many generations that
have a marked effect on behavior, physiology, and
morphology.
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Domestication: Time Out for Clarification
Addams and Miller (2012) assert that “domestication is a genetic
process, affecting not an individual animal, but a whole population
of animals over many generations. Thus, the offspring born to a
domesticated animal are also domesticated.” 3
“Domestication is often confused with taming, a process done to an
individual animal during its lifetime. Taming is simply a process of
reducing the animal’s flight distance (the distance at which the
animal will flee) from humans to zero. This can be done to any
animal at any age. Wild animals can be tamed.” 3
A tamed wolf is “not a ‘domesticated wolf’ because its genetic code
has not been altered at all by … efforts to reduce its personal flight
to zero. If that wolf has puppies, they will not be born tame.” 3
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Domestication: A Suite of Heritable Traits
While “trying to devise a
general theory of heredity,”
Darwin “discovered that
domesticated mammals
possess a distinctive suite of
heritable traits not seen in
their wild progenitors.” 4
Upon domestication, “bodies
changed in size and
proportions.” 5
“The normal pattern of coat
color that had evolved as
camouflage in the wild altered
as well.” 5
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Traits of Domestication
The full set of heritable traits affected by domestication includes 4
 increased docility and tameness
 prolongations in juvenile behavior (neoteny)

Behavior

 alterations in adrenocorticotropic hormone
levels (fight or flight)
 more frequent and non-seasonal estrus cycles
 changes in concentrations of several
neurotransmitters

Physiology

 reductions in both total brain size and particular
brain regions
 coat color changes
 reductions in tooth size
 changes in craniofacial morphology

Morphology

 alterations in ear and tail form (e.g., floppy ears)
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Domesticated Foxes
Belyaev’s silver fox
experiment (begun in
the 1950s) is a seminal
study on domestication.
He bred for one trait
(docility or tameness)
but found that, while
the animals became
more docile, they also
began undergoing
genetic changes that
broadly affected
behavior, physiology,
and morphology. 5
Image by Trut, L.N. (1999). Early canid domestication: The farmfox experiment. American Scientist 67: 167.
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Domesticated Foxes
In addition to the foxes becoming
more docile and tractable, “novel
traits began to appear in the 8th to
10th selected generations”: 5

DOMESTICATED FOX

1) First were “changes in the
foxes’ coat color.” 5
2) Next were “floppy ears and
rolled tails.” 5
3) Around 15 to 20 generations,
foxes developed shorter tails
and legs. 5
Image of domesticated “champagne” fox,
courtesy of Anda Ciurezu.
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Domesticated Foxes

Images of domestic foxes
courtesy of Anda Ciurezu.
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Effects of Domestication
Weiner and Wilkinson (2011) assert that Belyaev’s “study of silver
foxes suggests that laboratory selection for behavioural traits can
emulate the process of domestication.” However, “behavioural traits
other than tameness also evolved (e.g. tail wagging, licking),” as well
as morphological changes “such as floppy ears, curly tails and
shortened snouts.” 6
Testing Darwin’s ‘domestication syndrome’ theory, scientists studied
rats and other mammals, breeding solely for tameness.
Like Belyaev’s foxes, tamed rats exhibited similar physiological,
behavioral, and morphological differences. They not only “exhibited
fewer anxiety-related behaviors,” but also “had smaller adrenal
glands” and “lower levels of serum corticosterone.” Their brains had
“lower serotonin and higher taurine levels” (which result in reduced
aggression, anxiety, and excitability) compared to wild rats. 7
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Domesticated Rats
In addition to more docile behaviors, domesticated rats also
exhibited morphological and phenotypic changes:
“Previous studies identified a
multitude of phenotypic
differences between tame and
aggressive lines of rats.…
However, the behavioral
response to humans was the
only criterion used during
selection.” 8
Changes in coat (color and
patterns) and behavior were
consistent in the domesticated
rats, distinguishing them from
their wild cousins.

Domesticated rats. Image obtained from
http://www.preloved.co.uk/adverts/show/110602508/fancy
-pet-rats-lots-of-different-colours.html
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Mechanism of Domestication
“Darwin’s ‘domestication syndrome’ has been a conundrum
for more than 140 years” because, until recently, there has
never been a single, unified mechanism that could explain
the changes that occur upon domestication. 4
Wilkins et al. (2014) posited a single mechanism to explain
the ‘domestication syndrome’ and heritability of traits
distinguishing domesticated animals from their wild
progenitors (behaviorally, physiologically, and
morphologically). 4
What these heritable, diverse traits share is that their
development is closely linked to neural crest cells.
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Domestication: Neural Crest
Wilkins et al. (2014) proposed that the ‘domestication
syndrome’ is real and “results predominantly from mild
neural crest cell deficits during embryonic development.” 4

.
Their assumption is “that a primary selective pressure
during the initial stages of domestication is on behavior,
and in particular for tameness.” 4
This “initial selection for tameness leads to a reduction of
neural-crest-derived tissues of behavioral relevance,” and
then the “morphological changes in pigmentation, jaws,
teeth, ears, etc.” represent an unselected byproduct. 4
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Domestication: Neural Crest
Wilkins’ et al. (2014) “schematic of the domestication syndrome in
relation to the neural crest [is below]. The blue tube indicates the
approximate
position of the
neural crest in
early embryo,
and the blue
arrows indicate
pathways of
neural crest
cell migration,”
creating
selected and
unselected
changes. 4

Image by Wilkins, et al. (2014). The ‘domestication syndrome’ in mammals. Genetics 197: 798.
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Domestication: Neural Crest
“Diagrammatic
representation of
the neural crest
hypothesis …
illustrating how
selection for
tameness, leading to
decreased neural
crest input into
sympathetic and
adrenal systems,
would cause the
other observed
components of the
domestication
syndrome as
unselected byproducts.” 4

Selected and unselected changes result.

Image by Wilkins, et al. (2014). The ‘domestication syndrome’ in mammals. Genetics 197: 805.
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